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 Com Subtitle Indonesia EngSubIndy SBS In this film a story based on a ghost which was pre-judged by the people who lived in
a village area during the reign of the one who was sent out, sometimes the ghost is said to be a spirit that was a culprit, or is a

spirit that was killed in a quarrel between members of the household, or is a spirit that was a person who once lived in the house
who has haunted people. With its very large body has the shape of a child's body in the hands of a long streamer, but a short

body. It is a very beautiful and is a large body. This ghost has come in the form of a little child in a very long strip of cloth and
often shrouded in a dark blue shirt. Although this child's face is always hidden, a child who is lost it is not innocent. This film is
divided into two parts, this first half is about a very beautiful spirit. It has a big body, its form is like a child's. The second half is
the story of the belief that the ghost is in the form of a child in a blue shirt. In the first half, it is shown that the ghost was once a
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beautiful child that was killed in a quarrel between members of the house. And in the second half, it is shown that this ghost is
actually a spirit that haunted the house. Cast Kidman Nadannadatha Bhagyaraj as Perumazhakkalam Sundar C. Anand as

Ramaiah Nizhalgal Ravi as Iruvan Siddique as Sadanand Bindu Panicker as Suguna Sivakumar as Thevar Bharath Kumar as
Raghupathy Narayan Krish as Balakrishna Alphonsa as Manthra Kavitha Nair as Madhubala Shruthi Raj as Raghupathi's wife

Madhu as Iruvan's wife G. Ramanathan as Raghupathy's father S. N. Lakshmi as Manthra's mother N. Govindankutty as
Manthra's father S. N. Lalitha as Parukutty's mother Sharada as Annamma P. K. Venukuttan Nair as Thevar's father Sreejith

Ravi as Rajan M 82157476af
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